Creating an Exhibit

Museum exhibitions come in all shapes and sizes. Creating large-scale exhibitions, like the many you see at Cincinnati Museum Center, requires a team of professionals—like designers, educators, scientists, carpenters, and so many others. Exhibitions can also be small, requiring only a few materials and your imagination.

Materials:
- Paper
- Writing Utensil
- Tape

1. Identify an object. It can be anything!
2. Conduct some background research on your item. Ask an adult for help if you are using a computer.
3. Create a short narrative about your item. Try keeping your narrative between 50 and 100 words. Be sure to include important details that you want your audience to know about the item you chose.
4. Print/cut out your exhibit label. Be sure to ask for help from an adult.
5. Install your exhibit label. Use tape (masking tape works best) to stick your exhibit label near your object.